SATURATION CURVES
We have obtained saturation curves in both cases, with the attenuator in and out; the results are reported in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. In these figures the abscissas (proportional to the total power incident to the probe volume) and the fluorescence signals are plotted at the same a.u., so that the curves can be directly compared. A theoretical curve (from Eq. 2) is also drawn to fit the experimental points. The arrows correspond to the saturation intensities. A comparison of Figs. 3 and 4 shows the trend previously described: for the same incident power, in the linear regime, the fluorescence intensity is about 1.4 higher with the attenuator in than it is with the attenuator out; while in the saturation regime, the intensity reaches a value of 0.5. The two curves intersect, for an intensity value of about 4 (a.u.), corresponding to the saturation spectral irradiance for the case without the attenuator. This may also be derived from relationship 2, introducing the previously determined values for ¢0 and Ak.
SATURATION BROADENING
It is well known that saturation is responsible for a broadening of the excitation fluorescence profile; this effect is called saturation broadening and it is due to a comparatively higher absorption on the wings of the laser line after the saturation level has been reached on the center lineA s, 9 We have investigated the saturation broadening for the two different laser conditions. The results are reported in Fig. 5 , where the same symbols used in Figs. 3 and 4 are used. We note that in both cases there is a clear dependence upon the laser intensity, especially in the region above the onset of saturation. In spite of considerable scatter, the experimental points fall, in both cases, in the region of the theoretical predictions as given by Omenetto et al. 6 In particular, eq. A8 of their work shows that the linewidth of the excitation spectrum is AX' V~/ l n v~ x AXexc = ~ + x -1
(3)
where x = Eo/Esa, and AX' results from the convolution of the laser and absorption line shapes; in our case we can safely assume AX' = AXi . . . . • Introducing in Eq. 3 the appropriate values as determined from the saturation curves, we obtain the dashed lines shown in Fig. 5 . Some of the assumptions used in the derivation of Eq. 3 (laser beam with spatial and spectral Gaussian profile, Gaussian absorption profile) match our experimental conditions only approximately. This can explain to some extent the discrepancies that are evident between the experimental and theoretical values.
CONCLUSIONS
The investigation of the saturation curves in LIF measurements is a rather common procedure because the knowledge of the degree of saturation is important for the interpretation of the measurements. In this note we report saturation curves and saturation broadening of LIF spectra of OH in flames. Moreover, we point out that the operating conditions of the laser system may have some influence on the saturation behavior. In particular, both spectral linewidth and probe volume can display a dependence upon the pumping energy of the dye laser. In our case, this effect occurred, with similar characteristics, under any conditions of alignment. In our opinion, whenever accurate measurements are required, it is worthwhile to consider this effect, especially when power variations can occur.
INTRODUCTION
Near-infrared reflectance (NIR) spectroscopy is well established as a rapid and nondestructive analytical technique in many agro-food industries. Most published applications have been concerned with the use of NIR for quantitative analyses of technologically important chemical constituents such as water 1 and protein 2 in grain, alcohol in wine, 3 oil in mayonnaise, 4 etc., although suc- cesses have been reported with the prediction of less precisely defined but nonetheless functionally important sample attributes (e.g., wheat hardnessS.6). A number of mathematical techniques have been used to develop accurate and stable prediction equations, among which may be mentioned stepwise multiple linear regression, principal component regression, partial least-squares regression, and derivative quotient mathematics. In many cases, however, the problem faced in industry is not to accurately determine the content of one or more active constituents but rather to assign an unknown sample (raw material or finished product) to one of a number of functionally distinct groups. In such cases the task is to estimate the degree of similarity between the spectrum of an unknown sample and those typically found in whatever number of groups are relevant. Mark and Tunnel 7 used Mahalanobis distances to categorize chemical products, while Bertrand e t al., s Devaux et al., 9 and Dardenne and Biston ~° have applied multiple discriminant analysis to the identification of wheat varieties. More recently, Devaux et a l . " have applied discriminant analysis to the factorial coordinates obtained following principal component analysis of near-infrared spectra. This approach has a number of advantages, among which may be mentioned the use of complete spectral data in the form of principal components to facilitate discrimination and the ability to extract graphical representations of discriminant functions ("discriminant spectral patterns"); these may permit some identification of the chemical groupings chosen statistically as the basis for discrimination.
Skim milk powder is quantitatively a very important product of the dairy industry: estimated worldwide production of this commodity in 1987 was 4.06 m tons. These powders may be manufactured with the use of a high-, medium-, or low-heat pretreatment of milk to produce three groups of powders which vary in a number of important functional properties--among which may be mentioned water-holding capacity. Current methods utilized by the dairy industry to confirm the heat classification of skim milk powders are tedious; methods commonly employed involve the estimation of undenatured whey protein by turbidimetry (following isoelectric coprecipitation of casein and complexed whey protein) 12 and dye-binding techniquesJ 3 The application of factorial discriminant analysis (FDA) to principal component scores obtained from NIR spectra of a representative set of skim milk powders was therefore attempted to see whether a simple and rapid classification procedure could be developed. Discriminant spectral patterns were produced in an attempt at identifying those molecular groups which were responsible for any discrimination achieved.
EXPERIMENTAL

Samples.
Sixty-six samples of commercially produced skim milk powders were obtained from a number of creameries in the Republic of Ireland: 21 of these were classified by their creamery of origin as high-heat, 25 as medium-heat, and 20 as low-heat powders. Samples in each group were produced between June 1987 and October 1988 and came from more than one creamery. Each sample was analyzed for content of total nitrogen (TN), 14 nonprotein nitrogen (NPN), 15 noncasein nitrogen (NCN), 16 and whey protein nitrogen (WPN); N P N was measured in reconstituted milks (10% total solids). A summary of the results obtained by these analyses is shown in Table I . Moisture contents were not measured, but before the NIR spectra were recorded, all the samples were left open to the atmosphere for 48 h. During this time and immediately prior to spectral analysis, each sample was thoroughly mixed: some samples tended to form aggregates, but these were easily destroyed by light manual pressure.
In order to facilitate discrimination between the three groups of milk powders, a new variable called "class" was 
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created; low-heat samples were arbitrarily ascribed a value of 1, medium-heat samples a value of 2, and high-heat samples the value 3.
The sample collection was divided into a calibration development set (34 samples) and a prediction set (32 samples); the composition of these sets in terms of powder heat-treatment is shown in Table II .
Spectral Measurements. Spectra were recorded with a Technicon InfraAlyzer 500C in the range of 1100 to 2500 nm at 4-nm intervals (351 data points per spectrum). Each recorded spectrum was the mean of two scans on one sample (i.e., with no re-packing of the sample cup). Data were collected on an HP1000L computer and transferred to an IBM-PC for data manipulation using programs written by the staff of the INRA laboratory.
Data Treatments. All spectra were normalized in order to minimize particle size effects by reducing the area under each spectrum to a value of 1 according to the formula
where (log 1/R)i is the absorbance recorded at wavelength i. Principal component analysis was applied to the normalized spectral data with the use of wavelengths as principal variables and "class" values as supplementary variables; calibration samples and prediction samples were principal and supplementary observations, respectively. PC space was created with the use of principal observations and variables.
Factorial discriminant analysis was performed on the PC scores, the mathematical processing being simplified as required. As previously outlined, n this procedure is equivalent to a principal component analysis of the grav- The five principal components most highly correlated to "class" were PC2 (r = 0.62), PC3 (r = 0.38), PC9 ( r = 0.33), PC7 (r = 0.21), and PC6 (r = 0.20). The number of components involved and the magnitude of their associated correlation coefficients suggested that principal component analysis, while able to model the variable "class," would be unable to completely discriminate between values of this variable. To confirm this visually, we plotted the factorial coordinates obtained for each of the 66 samples using principal components 2 and 3 as abscissa and ordinate, respectively. In this diagram ( Fig.  1) , milk powder samples have been almost separated into two groups along the abscissa, i.e., on the basis of PC2. While the medium (M) and high (H) heat samples are completely overlapping, there is only a very slight confusion between these groups and the low (L) heat powders. PC3 appears to contribute to some polarization of the cloud containing medium (M) and high (H) heat samples. Thus, with these two principal components alone, it is possible to distinguish the low (L) heat samples from the others with almost complete certainty. In order to gain some insight into the biochemical reason for the observed discrimination, the spectral pattern of principal component 2 was drawn. The spectral pattern is the eigenvector of each principal component axis, and the curve obtained is shown in Fig. 2 . Principal component 2 contributed significantly to the separation between L and (M + H) samples, and the main structural assignments of this spectral pattern are listed in Table  III . An examination of this pattern reveals the importance of water and protein groups in achieving the observed discrimination. Given that milk powders are generally manufactured to a specified moisture content (normally 3.5 % ) and that precautions were taken to minimize any between-sample differences in moisture, principal component 2 may be estimating water in some particular state. In this context, not all of the moisture in dried milk is extractable with the use of oven-drying methods. 19 The involvement of absorptions linked to protein groups is consistent with the fact that the heat classification system for skim milk powders is a reflection of the extent of whey protein denaturation which takes place during the variable pre-heat treatments. Such denaturation involves the oxidation of -SH groups and disulphide (-S-S-) interchange reactions; in this context it may be of some relevance to note the reported 17 position of a first overtone S-H stretch vibration at 1740 nm and the presence of some maxima in this spectral region (Fig.  2) . Meaningful interpretation of the more complex and less significant principal component 3 was not possible.
Factorial Discriminant Analysis. In the first stage of this procedure, 20 principal components were input into a stepwise discriminant procedure to identify those components that would discriminate the samples into 3 groups. Ten components were needed to correctly classify all samples in the calibration development set; 91% of those in the evaluation set were correctly identified. These 10 components (PCs 1-9, 13) were input into a factorial discriminant procedure to generate two functions which produced almost perfect discrimination between all three sample groups. The first discriminant function explained 55.1% of the variance input, with the second accounting for 44.9%--this compares well with the theoretically perfect apportionment of 50 % in each case. Those principal components which were highly correlated with discriminant function 1 were PC1 (r = 0.97), PC2 (r = 0.93), PC3 (r = 0.99), PC5 (r = 0.91), PC8 (r = -0.61), and PC13 (r = 0.97); corresponding components for the second function were PC4 (r = -0.99), PC6 (r = -0.90), PC7 (r = 0.95), PC8 (r = 0.79), and PC9 (r = -1.0). Discriminant factor 1 gave most weight to principal component scores 2 and 3, while for the second function, scores 6 and 9 were of greatest importance (see Table IV ).
Percentage correct classification rates for the calibration development and evaluation sample sets were as achieved above. Of the 32 samples in the prediction set, all 10 of class 3 (H) and all 9 of group 1 (L) were correctly classified. Three of the 13 samples in group 2 (M) were incorrectly classified as belonging to group 3 (Table V) . The separation achieved may be seen in Fig. 3 , in which the incorrectly classified samples are clearly marked. Thus, discriminant function 1 is separating the samples in group 1 (L) from the others, while function 2 effects the discrimination between groups 2 (M) and 3 (H). Some . , =_ == <
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misclassification of medium heat samples is not unexpected in any three-way system; in this case, particular difficulties arise from the somewhat arbitrary definition of the heat-treatment classes, with certain processing plants further dividing the medium group into mediumhigh and medium-low subgroups. In such cases, classification difficulties may also be experienced with the existing chemical procedures. In order to understand the basis for the observed separation, the patterns of these discriminant functions were drawn and examined ( Figs. 4 and 5) . With regard to discriminant pattern 1, the major features and their tentative assignments are shown in Table VI . It can be seen that many correspond to molecular vibrations commonly associated with protein groups, although vibrations arising from -OH groups are also present (1408 and 2080 nm). In similar fashion, an examination of the significant features of discriminant function 2 has been performed (Table VI) . This spectral pattern resembles the profile of eigenvector 2. In this case, absorptions at 1448 and 1936 nm suggest the extraction of some information about water, while most of the other absorption maxima and minima may be attributed to protein groups. Absorptions in the region 1600 to 1800 are normally ascribed to CH band vibrations, as are those above 2300 nm as well.
Attenuated Spectral Data. With the use of complete spectra, it has been possible to achieve a high level of certainty in classifying commercial skim milk powders in accordance with their heat treatment. In industry, however, the most commonly used NIR instrumentation only measures refectance at a limited number of wavelengths. One of the most widely used such instruments is the Technicon 400/450 series, which collects data at 19 wavelengths only. In order to investigate the immediate utility of the results reported here, the data treatments were repeated with only reflectance measurements obtained at the center wavelengths of the 19 filters stan- dard in the InfraAlyzer 400/450 research instrument. As was found above, separation of the low-heat (L) samples was possible with the first discriminant function, but even the use of the first 10 principal components did not permit a clear separation of medium-(M) and high-(H) heat samples; indeed, the calibration development set of samples could not be completely correctly classified with this reduced spectral information.
C O N C L U S I O N S
Reflectance measurements in the near-infrared spectral region are highly intercorrelated; PC analysis removes this intercorrelation by the creation of new vailables (principal components). Thus the application of factorial discriminant analysis on principal components should be more efficient than its use with reflectance data. The potential of this approach has previously been reported with the use of a model data set; 11 in this work, a set of commercial milk powder samples has been subjected to the same data processing in order to establJ:sh whether the principles thus established would work successfully on a real problem. It can be seen that almost complete success has been achieved in the classification of this small group of samples, enough to warrant a more exhaustive study using a larger sample set. The use of graphical illustrations has been helpful in suggesting a molecular basis for the discrimination achieved. It was not possible to obtain correct classification of the samples when spectral data at only 19 wavelengths were used, thus restricting the application of this technique in this instance to monochromator instruments.
INTRODUCTION
Polarized IR spectroscopy can provide useful information about the orientation of molecules in the solid state and is particularly important in substantiating vibrational assignments. 1 To do these measurements, it is necessary to cut thin, transparent wafers from single crystals of the material of interest--not always a trivial task. An alternative approach is to orient the compound in a nematic liquid crystal solvent, a procedure that has been successfully used in studying the polarized IR spectra of transition metal carbonyl complexes such as M2(CO)~o (M = Mn, Re), (~-CsHs)Mn(CO)3, and Cr(CO)6Y ,3 Liquid crystal solvents are somewhat limited in their use, however, chiefly because of the complexity of their IR spectra, but their expense and their somewhat restricted shelf-lives are also important factors. We present here a novel alternative method of obtaining polarized IR spectra. Upon the stretching of a polymer film containing an embedded material, partial orientation of the material can occur. This technique has been employed in studying the polarized electronic absorption spectra of organic molecules such as diphenylacetylene and phenanthrene in polyethylene (PE) and polyvinylchloride. 4 It occurred to us that the same technique might be used to obtain polarized IR spectra, and we selected the dimeric metal carbonyl complexes, M2(C0)1o (M = Mn, Re), embedded in PE films to test this possibility.
EXPERIMENTAL
The M2(C0)1o (M = Mn, Re) derivatives (Strem Chemical Co.) were embedded into low-density (0.9142 g/cm 3) PE films by soaking strips of the films in CH2C12 solutions of the carbonyl dimers (2 g/100 mL) for about 10 h. The impregnated films were washed with acetone and dried carefully in vacuo. The films were then stretched by hand to about 5 times their original length. Transmission IR spectra of the embedded films were recorded at 4 cm -1 resolution on a Bomem Michelson 100 FT spectrometer equipped with a rotatable AgBr wire-grid polarizer (Perkin-Elmer Co.). Volume 44, Number 1, 1990 ooo~-7o28/9o/.oz-o1~552.oo/o APPLIED SPECTROSCOPY 155
